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The Promise and the Peril
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Department of Petroleum Engineering
Colorado School of Mines
Golden, Colorado
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Directional Drilling
• The art and science of drilling a wellbore along 
a predetermined trajectory.
• The tools and techniques used are determined 
by the complexity of the well path and the 























Short radius drains 
61¹4 in. – 4 1¹4 in.
Original wellMedium radius
requires completion





Reference Systems and Coordinates
• Depth Reference
– True Vertical Depth 
(TVD)
• Pressure calculations




– Ground level (GL)
– Rotary kelly bushing 
(RKB)
– Rotary table (RT)






• Inclination (Drift) 
– The angle (in degrees) 
between the local vertical 
(local gravity vector as 
indicated by a plumb 
bob) and the tangent to 
the well bore axis at a 
particular point.
– By oilfield convention, 0°
is vertical and 90° is 
horizontal.







• Azimuth (hole direction)
– The azimuth of a borehole 
at a point is the direction 
of the borehole on the 
horizontal plane, 
measured as a clockwise 
angle (0°- 360°)  from 
the North reference.
– All magnetic tools give 
readings referenced to 
magnetic north; however, 
the final calculated 
coordinates are 
referenced to either true 
north or grid north.








Driller: relative to borehole direction
Geological: relative to geology
Bigger is easier to hit
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Radius Definitions
300 - 3000 ft
1500 - 4000 ft
2000 - 6000 ft
40 - 70°/100 ft
140 - 82 ft radii








2° - 6° /100 ft
1000 - 140 ft radii
6° - 40° /100 ft
300 - 1000 ft
70 - 150°/100 ft




Build and Hold (Slant)
Kick off Point (KOP)
Build Section
Top of Slant Slant
Target
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“S” Type Well (Build and Drop)

















• Force of tool joint against borehole wall
• According to A. Lubinski,
– Keep WF less than 2,000 lbf in water based muds
– Keep WF less than 3,000 lbf in non-aqueous based 
muds
• Problems from wall contact
– Casing wear

















• Find inclination and azimuth at various points 
along the wellbore
• Usually get
– Inclination (from vertical)
– Azimuth (from north)
– Measured depth (from RKB, GL, etc.)
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Surveying Data Gathering Techniques
• Simple drift 
• Photographic film
– disks / strip
• Memory modules
– multi-shot / MWD
• Wireline
– surface readout




• Every rig has a simple drift
• Only measures inclination
– No azimuth information
• Sometimes dropped right before a trip
• Sometimes run on slick line
• Operates on a pendulum
– Timer




– Provides photographic 
record of inclination, 
direction and toolface 
orientation at a single 
point in the open hole 
section of the well
• Limitations
– Requires non-magnetic 
drill collars
– Temperature





– Records inclination, 
direction and toolface
– Records raw magnetic 
and gravity field data
– All data electronically 
measured and recorded
• Limitations





• Inclination aka:  drift, slant, angle
• Azimuth aka:  direction, compass heading
– Gravitational and magnetic field sensitivity
– Magnetic dip angle
• Drilling operating parameters
– Torque
– Weight on Bit (WOB)
– Pressure
• Tool face orientation (which way is the bit pointed)
• Sensor temperature
• Formation evaluation measurements
– Gamma Ray, resistivity, density, neutron, sonic, pressure
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Geosteering
• A technique used to 
direct a wellbore path
– in terms of geologic 
features
– not in terms of simple 
geometric constraints
• Requires close 
cooperation of geologist 
and drilling engineer
• Use of LWD  and MWD 
helps determine a path 
through a formation 
while drilling
• To apply, need to have:
– Knowledge of log 
response of formation(s)
– Experienced personnel
– Good MWD and LWD 
equipment
• Useful in
– Reservoirs that are thin 
and/or complex





– Systemic – regularly 
occurring and are not 
compensating







• Inherent  math 
approximations
• Natural magnetic interference
• Hot spots














































Continuous Inclination & Azimuth
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• Major versus minor risk
– Major – significant risk to people and environment
– Minor – negligible risk
• Wellbore may have multiple risks
• Separation based on company rules (10 m)
• Anti-collision diagram
– Traveling cylinder plot with tolerance lines
– Preplanned trajectory
• Used in the field









Drive Sub Universal Joint 
Assembly
Rotor












PDM - Fluid Flow Path
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Short Radius: Drilling the Curve




i.e. Push the Bit
Bit Tilt without Side Force

















Slide Drill - No Rotation
Composites















Flexible (Primary Application)(Secondary Application)


















Slide Drill - No Rotation
Composites















Flexible (Primary Application)(Secondary Application)






Side Force and Tilt Angle
Bit Tilt Angle
Side Force at Bit
Hole Gauge
Resultant Force at Bit
Hole Axis
Side Force at Stabilizer
Formation Anisotropy
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Hole Inclination = 30°
Real Dip Angle = 35°
Effective Dip Angle =  
30°+35°=65°
There will be a down-
dip deviation force
Hole Inclination = 0°
Effective Dip Angle = 
35°
There will be a up-dip 
deviation force
Hole Inclination = 35°
Real Dip Angle = 35°
Effective Dip Angle =  
0°
There will be no deviation 
force




– Controlled  curvature
– Controlled direction





– Behavior same as a
rotary drilling assembly 





















– Margin of overpull
• Changes with
– Running in the hole







Torque and Drag Example
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Buckling
• Load starts bending the pipe
• When load reaches critical point, buckling 
starts
• Starts as sinusoidal shape laying on bottom of 
borehole
• More load starts the pipe snaking up the sides 
of the borehole
• Eventually, pipe winds into a helical shape 
(spring shaped)
• Lock up occurs
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Mud Weights for Directional Drilling





















– Free water on highside
• Centralization
– Difficult to achieve
• Reciprocation




– Latitude and longitude







• Hole and casing sizes
• Casing points
• KOP
• Maximum build and drop 
rates
• Geology
• Mud weights and type
• Offset information












• S-profile more 
difficult than slant 
profile
– More hole to be 
drilled
– Drop off restricts 
WOB and rate of 
penetration (ROP)
– Not as responsive to 
directional control
– More drag
• S-profile used when:
– Intermediate targets




• Any 90° hole
• Technology has 







– MWD and LWD
– Underbalanced 
drilling
• Reservoir analysis 
techniques are 




Requirements for Horizontal Boreholes
• Hit the target
• Smooth turns and builds for long reach
• Gauge borehole for problem-free drilling
• Minimal formation damage
• Reasonable cost
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– Multiple laterals (sometimes called branches or drainholes)
– Can be vertical, horizontal, or deviated
• Able to reach multiple targets in same formation
• Laterals can be completed separately
• Large drainage area for small environmental footprint










• Long near-horizontal 
borehole
• Useful for 
environmentally 
sensitive areas
– BP at UK Wytch Farm 
field
– Up to 10 kilometers 
(6.2 miles)
• Only one location












– Swab and surge
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Directional Drilling Costs
• Additional costs for directional drilling equipment
– Mud motor, MWD, people, etc.  $10,000/day
• Rig may need to be larger making for a larger location
– Larger mud pumps, need more flow
• Casing and tubing design
– Ovality and bending stress
• Additional mud cost and solids control equipment
– Mud weight is usually higher
– Cuttings bed development
• Additional borehole risk
– Tectonic stress directions
• Slower ROP, more time on location
• Torque and drag higher
Thank you.
Any Questions?
